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Rory’s Well gets buzzing 

This project is centred in Barri Chiefdom – Pujehun District, located about 50 miles to the South East 
of Bo - Sierra Leone’s second largest city. It is just 30 miles from the Liberian border lying to the 
immediate east. There are 42 villages, varying in population from 30 to 1500 residents. The area is 
predominantly forest and is on the fringe of the Gola Rainforest.  

Around 150 beekeepers, belong to the Barri Bee Farming Association; they have been given basic 
training and are in the process of receiving further training at their hives. The project is at the stage 
of expansion to further communities, whilst building knowledge and practice for those already 
beekeeping. Key issues in the area are: pest management, flooding, communications and transport 
infrastructure. Some of the 42 villages can only be reached after a three-hour walk. 

Rory’s Well is an initiative which 
supports the provision of clean water 
and sustainable farming for over 47 
communities through a Village 
Regeneration Programme. Beekeeping 
is a key income generating part of this 
programme, and we are most grateful 
to the Ida Davis Trust for the support 
they are giving to this part of the 
programme. The Local Delivery Partner 
Organisation is the People’s Agenda for 
Development – Sierra Leone, (PAD-SL) 
led by Steven Unisa Mansaray, the 
Country Director. PAD-SL is based in Bo 
and Barri chiefdom. They are, at 
present, a team of around eight people 
who support both Rory’s Well and Bees 

Abroad to improve, water, food, health 
and livelihoods.  

Villagers in Barri Chiefdom and beyond have very little means to earn an income to supplement 
subsistence farming. They need money to be able to pay for medical care, school uniforms and 
equipment. Successful beekeeping has enabled them to produce quality honey and other products 
which have brought funds to participating households. The project’s main goal is to create a market 
for quality local honey and wax products within Sierra Leone. When the beekeeping project started 
in Sierra Leone there was no market. 

Activities in 2020 
The year of 2020 has been a challenging one across the World. The Partnership Manager could not 
travel to Sierra Leone, meaning that plans to improve hive monitoring, recording data, honey and 
wax processing had to be overseen remotely, and the project had to find ways to provide support 
and equipment without travelling to Sierra Leone.  

The 'Bee Team' from PAD-SL – photo: Steven Unisa 
Mansaray 



For the community, key activities had to cease at 
important times in the year due to lockdowns requiring 
that villagers had to stay at home and could not 
manage their farms. For example it meant the 
April/May honey harvest stopped half way through. 
Despite this, the local team have demonstrated they 
are capable, with remote support when needed, of 
managing the enterprise. Notable successes have 
included:  

• Over 1,000 pounds of honey harvested in April and 
at least 50 pounds of beeswax 

• Improvements to processing: there is a new larger 
processing room and honey table 

• All honey sold and $1,000 banked 
• A total of 150 more hives built and sited 
• A new honey packaging room has been established in Bo 
• The project has spread beyond the original project scope. A further three villages in Malla 

section have been given initial training 
• Village bee-farmers from Gbense Chiefdom in Kono District have been trained 

Into the future… 
Unfortunately, many of the items required to set up a honey and wax enterprise are either not 
available or affordable within country. With our partners, we will continue to look for locally 
available alternatives.  

Early in 2021, we hope that initial training across the 42 villages will be completed. Following this, 
our local team will provide training and hives to village communities in other Chiefdoms.     

• Project completion: The final six villages will receive initial 
training in February. Secondary training will be provided to 
all villages leading to their self-sufficiency in honey 
production. 

• More hives/More bees: A further 270 hives will be 
distributed across 27 villages. Bee-farmers will pay for these 
over time with the honey produced. Income from sales of 
this honey will be used for more/replacement hives and 
equipment. A recent meeting of leading bee-farmers from 
30 villages agreed to make more hives from their own 
resources with the project providing tin for the roofs. 

• Hive monitoring: Key to the success of bee-farming in Barri 
will be regular monitoring of hives to check for bees, 
possible damage, pests, and for an assessment of honey 
weight. In addition, hive occupation will be encouraged in a 
range of ways taught to bee-farmers including cleaning and 
baiting hives and hive splitting. 

• Possibilities of further expansion: PAD-SL are likely to receive 
more requests for training beyond the original 42 villages, 
both from the rest of Barri and beyond. 

Demonstrating honey-packaging- 
photo: Steven Unisa Mansaray 

Inspecting the colony - a frame of brood – 
photo: Steven Unisa Mansaray 


